Notification of Award
Letter of Acceptance

No.CGM(RAPDRP)/PMA-655/ LOA/ 344

DÎ. 22.03.2016

To,
M/s Kalash Energy & Infra Pvt Ltd
& Andrew Yule Co Kolkata & (JV)
645/1084, Sarasvatipuram, 60 Feet Road,
Jankipuram, Lucknow-226021

E-mail : kalash.lucknow@gmail.com

Sub: Letter of acceptance for placement of contract award on you against Bid Identification No.MPPKVVCL/DDUGJY & IPDS/JR/655 for appointment of Project Management Agency (PMA) for Monitoring, Supervision & Quality Control Consultancy Services for construction of New 33/11 KV S/s, Aug. of Power Transformer capacity, Installation of Additional Power Transformer, Renovation of 33/11 KV S/s, New 33 KV & 11KV, Aug. of Conductor capacity of 33 KV & 11 KV line, New LT lines, Conversion of Bare conductor LT Line into LT AB Cable line, New DTR S/s, Aug. of DTR Capacity and New Service connections including BPL connections, meterisation and other related works under DDUGJY & IPDS Schemes of Jabalpur, Katni, Mandla, Dindori, Narsinghpur, Seoni, Balaghat and Chhindwara Districts under Jabalpur Region of East Discom as per guidelines of DDUGJY and IPDS schemes issued by MoP Govt. of India

Ref:- 1. This office Bid Identification No. MPPKVVCL/DDUGJY & IPDS/JR/655 dated. 29.01.2016
2. Your offer dated 29.02.2016

Dear Sir,

This is to notify you that in response to Bid Identification No. - MPPKVVCL/DDUGJY & IPDS/JR/655 dated. 29.01.2016 opened on 29.02.2016 for appointment of Project Management Agency (PMA) for Monitoring, Supervision & Quality Control Consultancy Services for construction of New 33/11 KV S/s, Aug. of Power Transformer capacity,
acceptance up to 29.03.2016 positively.

You are requested to convey your written categorical acceptance of this letter of

MPKVVL/DOUGH/15065 Date: 29/03/2016

Other terms and conditions applicable shall be as per bid identification number

attached in bid document within 28 days from the date of above notification

Further, you are requested to execute Contract Agreement on non-nudicial stamp

identification within 28 days in accordance with the conditions of Contract:

Rs. 3,96,600/- (Rs. Three Lacs Ninety Six Thousand Sixty Six)

You are requested to furnish the Performance Security for an amount equal to

Service Tax @ 14.5% is hereby accepted by our Company.

of works to be executed under DOUGH 15065 Scheme i.e. Rs. 2,93,76,960.00+

Bare conductor LT Line to LT AB Cable Line (in new DTR/LT lines, New LT Lines, Conversion of

Installation of additional Power Transformer, renovation of 33/11 KV, 33 KV, 11 KV line, New LV line, LV lines, Conversion of
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